Highland School
5 Grade Supply List
2019-2020
th

Supplies needed for all subjects:
_
3 packs of 200 sheets of wide-lined loose-leaf paper (to start)
_
3 red ballpoint pens (to start)
_
6 blue or black pens (to start)
_
24 #2 pencils (to start)
_
24 colored pencils
_
Pack of highlighters
_
1 three-hole-ring soft pencil pouch
_
ear buds or small headphones that work with Chromebook
_
1 composition notebook
_
1 English/Spanish Dictionary
_
1 Sharpener
_
1 calculator with square root capabilities
_
12” ruler with inches and centimeters
_
1 protractor (clear)
_
1 compass
_
5 packs of 5 subject dividers with write on tabs. One pack should be placed in each of the 3-ring binders.
_
2 packs ½” x 1” assorted Post-it flags (for Language Arts)
_
5 three-hole punched, 2-pocket folders with no metal brads
We recommend a color coding system to help with
organization:
The following are the folder colors and suggested labels
for each:
red - Math
white - Language Arts
green Science
black - Spanish
blue SS
_
5 hard-back 1” 3-ring binders with plastic view on the front, back, and spine
The following are the colors for the binders and how to label each:
red - Math
blue - Social Studies
white - Language Arts
green - Science
black - Spanish
_ 1 hard-back 2” 3-ring white binder with plastic view on front, back, and
spine.- Homework and Planning
_
Locker shelf (Strongly recommend)
If these specific colors are not available, please slide a piece of construction
paper in the plastic pocket in the binder’s front, back, and spine.
The color coding will help the students organize their academic materials.
ATHLETICS
Highland athletic uniform and Highland athletic bags are requirements for each student and should be purchased at
the Hawk’s Nest. Also required are two pairs of tennis shoes, a pair of Highland (or navy blue)
sweatpants, a water bottle, and a mouth guard.

